REVIEW COMMITTEE – 1 March 2016

Item 6

REVIEW OF THE COUNCIL’S ACTIONS PRIOR TO THE
FIRE AT MICHELINS FARM ON 10 MARCH 2015
1

SUMMARY

1.1

This report contains Review Committee Members’ observations on the
information provided to them during their review of the Council’s actions prior
to the fire at Michelins Farm on 10 March 2015.

2

INTRODUCTION

2.1

This topic was suggested for review at a training session for Review
Committee Members and subsequently agreed at its meeting on 9 June 2015.
Whilst the Committee was undertaking a review of the Planning Enforcement
process, it was felt that this case warranted being examined as a separate
topic.

2.2

A timeline was supplied listing the actions that had been taken against the site
and from this; questions were prepared for the various agencies involved.
A public meeting was held with representatives from both Rochford District
Council (RDC) and Essex County Council (ECC) who were present to answer
questions. The minutes of this meeting can be found online and a fuller
transcript is attached as Appendix A. A recording of the meeting is also
available from the Council’s website.

2.3

The following report notes the thoughts of the Committee on what they have
heard and also includes their recommendations regarding what needs to be
done to avoid a similar incident happening in the District again.

3

GENERAL

3.1

The site at Michelins Farm has a history of enforcement action stretching back
to 1997 when enforcement and stop notices were served against the use for
car boot sales. In 1999 enforcement notices were served as the site was
being used for the storage of motor vehicles, siting of mobile buildings,
construction of a road and the storage of waste. At this time the breaches
were limited on the site but these spread over time and further breaches of
planning control were identified.

3.2

The Environment Agency (EA) became involved around June 2005 following
a fire at the site. The Planning Enforcement Department at ECC became
involved around 2009/10.

3.3

In January 2013 the land owner, Roger Phipps, was successfully prosecuted
by the EA and RDC. He was sentenced to eight months imprisonment and
ordered to carry out 180 hours unpaid work for allowing an illegal waste site to
be run on his farm. He was also fined £15,000 for breaching two planning
enforcement notices.
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3.4

The prison sentence was suspended for two years and Mr Phipps was
ordered to remove the waste from the farm in four stages by 30 January 2014.
He was also told to pay a contribution of £20,000 towards prosecution costs.

3.5

On Friday, 11 July 2014, Mr Phipps was sent to prison for six months.
Chelmsford Crown Court activated part of the suspended sentence given in
2013 after he was convicted of a further offence of breaching planning laws.
Whilst he had carried out the unpaid work he had yet to pay the court costs
and fines. He also failed to remove the majority of the waste from the farm by
30 June 2014.

3.6

On the evening of 9 March 2015 a fire started at Michelins Farm and involved
a 160ft (50 Metre) long stack of tyres. The fire was still burning on 11 March
and the A1245 road was not fully open until 12 March. Trains were unable to
run until 4.10 pm on 10 March and residents were warned to stay indoors to
avoid breathing in the smoke. The incident involved some 80 firefighters and
19 fire engines plus the cost alone in foam that was used on the fire was
reported to be in excess of £50,000.
Findings from 3 November 2015 meeting

3.7

The reason for the review was not to apportion blame to individuals or
departments but to try to learn a lesson from what has been a difficult
situation and to try to ensure that a similar incident does not occur again at
Michelins Farm or elsewhere in the District. To that end, the Committee
would like to express its thanks to those officers who attended its meeting on
3 November 2015 and for their openness and candour.

3.8

It was clear from the timeline of events that had been supplied that the
landowner was determined to be obstructive and push boundaries. The
judge, when sentencing him, had said that he had flouted environmental and
planning law to a significant degree and for a considerable time and the presentence report showed a lack of real acceptance of the situation. “He took
an entrenched position and was a cantankerous individual.”

3.9

Council officers had great difficulty in accessing the site and this was
evidenced when they referred to the need of a police escort whenever they
wished to visit the site (page 9, Appendix A).

3.10

During the time that the Council has been taking enforcement action on the
site, there has been an increase in the level of offending and this has lead to
other agencies becoming involved as multiple enforcement issues were
identified.

3.11

Each agency issued their own enforcement notices and these were dealt with
by different planning inspectors and judges, therefore, different dates were
agreed for compliance (page 8-9, Appendix A). This has caused difficulties,
which have been recognised by various enforcement officers and this issue is
now being addressed so that future actions at this site and others work more
smoothly.
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3.12

The definition of ‘what actually was waste’ also caused issues (pages 6-7,
Appendix A) in that the tyres, when originally deposited on the land, were not
considered waste as they were in bales. If bales are manufactured to an
appropriate standard, as defined in British Standard PAS 108, then they are
not classed as waste and can be used as any other construction item without
the waste label. PAS 108, however, also has a shelf life stipulation so that
bales not used after one year become time expired and are then waste. This
is to ensure that bales are only made where there is a demand and not
stockpiled indefinitely.

3.13

Whilst there was a turnover of these tyre bales originally; they then started to
accumulate and became waste due to the length of time they were on the site.

3.14

Until changes to the legislation in 2015 the EA did not have the power to force
the removal of waste, which was stored illegally, only waste that was
deposited illegally.

3.15

The Planning Enforcement team at RDC has always been small and their
caseload has been difficult to manage due to the number of other cases.
During the meeting in November this was evidenced when mention was made
that the two officers involved with Michelins Farm were also involved in two
public enquiries and four court cases between August 2007 and April 2008
(page 12, Appendix A).

4

CONCLUSION

4.1

Since the fire in March 2015 there has been a further incident when waste at
the site has caught fire and, although this incident did not cause the level of
problems seen in March, it demonstrates that there are ongoing issues with
the site.

4.2

The EA have indicated in their correspondence to the Committee that, at the
current time, they have no further enforcement role with the site. The officers
from RDC and ECC are currently discussing whether their Enforcement
Notices are still valid (page 14, Appendix A).
The Committee found it disappointing that, despite fifteen or more years of
enforcement action by various agencies and the fact that the landowner has
been jailed over offences at the site, there is still significant amounts of waste
there and planning breaches are still taking place.
Whilst the review was about the Council’s actions prior to the fire of 10 March
2015, it was clear during the meeting that the situation has not been resolved
and there is still a continuing possibility of further fires taking place. Although
officers were keen to stress that it was unlikely that they would be of the same
magnitude as seen in March 2015. Nevertheless, the Committee feel that
they would like to know what the current position is in relation to the site and
what actions are being proposed to regulate the ongoing breaches and the
clearance of the site.
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Officers from RDC and ECC that were present at the meeting were keen to
advise the Committee that they were working together informally on cases
where there was a joint interest. Whilst the Committee were happy to note
this collaboration they would like to see it taken a stage further. It was clear
that, until the EA and RDC agreed to mount a joint prosecution over the
breaches at Michelins Farm, the individual actions were not achieving any
significant affect. During the Committee’s research they have come across a
copy of a joint enforcement protocol between Lincolnshire County Council and
the Environment Agency which details how the two parties will work together
over joint enforcement issues (Appendix B). The Committee would hope that
a similar joint agreement between RDC, ECC and the EA could be agreed to
formalise the current understanding between staff at the various agencies.
During the meeting, officers mentioned that they were working jointly on
another case within the District. Members were concerned that they had no
knowledge of another site requiring joint working and that there could be
potential for a similar situation to happen again.
During the Committee’s research it was noted that other authorities report the
current position in relation to enforcement cases to a committee. In the case
of Michelins Farm, Members at ECC have received updates on a regular
basis. Therefore, it was felt by the Committee that it would be useful to adopt
this practice at RDC to ensure that Members were aware of enforcement
action being taken. This would also provide the public with the assurance that
something is being done and to make any people that are thinking of
breaching planning control think about the potential consequences of their
actions.
5

RECOMMENDATION

5.1

It is proposed that the Committee RECOMMENDS to the Executive that:-

5.2

(1)

A joint enforcement protocol is agreed with Essex County Council and
the Environment Agency.

(2)

A quarterly update on enforcement cases is presented to Full Council.

It is proposed that the Committee RESOLVES to:(1)

Request a report on the joint enforcement cases in the District including
the one mentioned at the Review Committee meeting of 3 November
2015.

(2)

Request an update on the current situation in respect of Michelins Farm
and whether any enforcement notices are still current.

(3)

Request a further update in three months to establish if the tyres and
other waste are being cleared from the site.
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Notes of meeting 3 November 2015

Yvonne Dunn – YD - Team Leader, Planning Enforcement
Suzanne Armstrong – SA - Essex County Council Enforcement Officer
Martin Howlett – MH - Principal Environmental Health Officer
Shaun Scrutton – SS - Director
Angela Law – AL - Assistant Director – Legal Services

Question - What role does the department you represent have in relation to
Michelins Farm?
Answer – YD – The Planning Enforcement team is responsible for investigating
planning breaches and negotiating any compliance with the transgressor to remedy
that breach and if that does not result in the desired outcome we have the option to
considered whether it is expedient to take formal action by serving an Enforcement
Notice. If there is non compliance with that notice then we have the option to go to
prosecution.
SA – I do exactly the same as Yvonne but I work for ECC as a Waste and Minerals
Enforcement Officer, I deal with anything relating to waste.
Question - Could I ask both of you if you were involved at the very start of this
matter?
YD –No I did not have any involvement in this case at all prior to my appointment.
SA – I started at ECC in 2012 so I became involved in the case from 2012.
MH – With regard to Environmental Health some of the things we can deal with are
statutory nuisances. That would be were something that happens on the site affects
another party. It might be that where smoke arises from the site might affect
someone else. As the site is commercial in nature there is specific legislation, dark
smoke and the emission of dark smoke, so that would be an area we could be
involved in. With an eye to current/ future legislation re land contamination we would
have a regulatory role as well. I have been employed in the Environmental Health
Department since 2001 and we have had very little involvement with this site
overtime, indeed my first visit to the site was this calendar year. The Environment
Agency are a national body and they are closely associated with the waste and there
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is quite a bit of overlap with the County side and they would regulate the movement
of waste and the storage of waste as well.
Question – Was the situation more weighted to one of the bodies in terms of the
situation and lead? Is it predominately an enforcement issue or predominately and
Environment issue?
YD – Initially in 1999 when the case was first opened we were looking at whether
there had been a material change of use of the land. When you look back at site
photos of that time, there was not necessarily and import of waste on the scale that
we have since witnessed. It was more that the site was being used to store a number
of vehicles and there was some car repairs happening at the site. As the site was
quite large there were horses grazing on the land as well at this time. So it was not in
the condition that it got to in 2010 when it was probably at its worse. Initially it was
about the material change of use of the land. Then the importation of waste got to
the scale that there was concern and County became involved.
Question - In terms of the timeline at what point did it become an environmental
issue rather than enforcement?
YD - There was a fire that occurred in June 2005 and from that point the
Environment Agency started to look at it in more detail.
MH – May 2005 was my department’s first awareness of the site.
YD – So there were enforcement notices in place on the land prior to the
Environment Agency becoming involved which Rochford had served
Question - Who took the lead and how did you collaborate through this time (2002 2003)?
YD - At this time the storage of the tyres was not considered to be waste. The
storage of waste material was probably the cars because when we look back at the
photographs they were not actually roadworthy so they were not there to be repaired
and were in poor condition with parts missing etc. so that could have been what was
being referred to, but when you look at the photographs there are pockets of waste
material and I do not know if ECC was involved at that time or not.
Question - Do you know what that waste material was?
YD - When you look at the photographs from 2001 and 2002 that were taken to
serve the notices it was not of the significant scale that we have looked at since then.
It was predominantly green fields with some areas where he had cars stored and
tyres stored.
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Question - There were a number of issues on the enforcement notice sufficient for
you to take action but not enough to warrant interest from the other agencies?
SA - There is no real definition of waste a District can deal with some things such as
Cars but waste is something that you intend to discard or are required to discard, so
it means you are disposing of it. It may not be a definition of waste that falls within
the remit of ECC as waste authority we would have to prove that it is a change of
use of the land for disposal purposes. Now even thought it may refer to waste that
could still become a District matter so it is not something that the waste authority
could be involved in. And I believe it was something that was being dealt with by the
District and the Notice was served by the District.
MH – At the time that material is deposited on the land it might not be waste but it
could become waste without anything happening to it over the passage of time.
Question - At some point in legislation tyres do become waste because there is a
need to follow certain procedures for their disposal. The question is at what point and
under what legislation did the tyres become regulated in terms of conditions,
circumstances and procedures for there disposal as at that point they represented a
risk that has been covered by legislation.
YD – That is something for the Environment Agency, when I spoke to Tim Sheppard
he said that when the tyres were first brought to the site they we going to be used for
another purpose. There was a company that was going to be using those and some
of the tyres were actually leaving the site when the EA were dealing with it but I do
not know about legislation.
YD – We can go back to the EA and get clarity on it.
Question - Do you feel that the lack of definition in waste for example caused a delay
in the investigations?
YD – I don’t feel it caused a delay in the investigation because as they served an
enforcement notice in 2002 Rochford were quite clear what the breach of planning
control was that they were dealing with. As time went on the conditions of the site
changed and the situation evolved.
Question - What powers do you have?
•

To visit the site

•

To ensure that identified requests for remedial work is complied with

YD – It is the same for both Suzanne and myself, we both work under the Town and
Country planning act Section 196a. This permits us to enter sites to carry out
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investigations to assess whether there has been a breach of planning control and to
monitor that breach. The regulations actually state that we can do that without
obstruction. If someone does actually obstruct us from carrying out our investigation
on site then we can take further steps. Non compliance with enforcement notices
means that we have the power to prosecute in the courts.
MH – In terms of Environmental Health, The Environmental Protection Act 1990
powers of entry to site to investigate nuisances, the Clean Air Act 1993 which is in
relation to any dark smoke offences, and in relation to land contamination the
Environmental Protection Act 1990 and the Environment Act 1995.
Question - What reason do you need to gain entry to a site?
YD - A planning officer dealing with a planning application has the power to go onto
a site. The relevant part of the Act is printed on the back of my pass card which
states that I am able to go onto a site to investigate breaches of planning control.
Question - What caused you to make the visit and what did that complaint say?
YD – I believe the complainant was a member of the public but I would have to
check that and come back to you.
Q - Looking at the timeline page 5, there are two entries, May 2013 Site Visit and
November 2013 Site visit with no details at all
SA – The reason being, RDC & EEC both had different Enforcement Notices on the
site, ECC compliance date was due 22 May 2013. So therefore a visit was
undertaken to check compliance with the ECC enforcement Notice. The visit would
be recorded under ECC information, due to the site it would have to be all officers
EA, ECC and RDC together and photographs would have been taken of what was
seen that day.
I have records for the visit.
Question - And the same for November 2013?
YD - Every site visit would have a record.
Could you give us copies following this meeting?
Yes they will be hand written notes taken at the time.
That’s fine.
Question - Do you have an agreed strategy that you follow?
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YD – We do have a guide to enforcement that details how we will deal with
enforcement cases which is a Council document. With regards to this specific site,
we all have our own areas that we deal with and initially it was planning enforcement
at a district level. We did then start to collaborate with ECC when we realised there
was an infiltration of waste and from 2005 environmental health were also in
correspondence with the Environment Agency. From the mid 2000s there was a
more collaborative strategy, at the same time we all have our own fields when we
are dealing with a case.
SA – The reason I was able to answer about the site visit in May 2013 was Rochford
started many years before, ECC came in in 2009 -2010 so we also served a notice,
unfortunately the notices are appealed and the inspector on our particular notice
gave an extra year for compliance so then our dates did not tie up with Rochford. So
we have two different dates for compliance and different timescales.
YD – Going back to June 2006, this is not on the timeline this is additional
information I found in the file. We had an e mail from the EA as there had been a
complaint about some dark smoke coming from the site. From that point the EA were
involved and when they would do a site visit they would e mail RDC with the result of
their site visit and provide photos and when we did a site visit if we came across
information that we thought was pertinent to the EA, then that information was
shared.
Unfortunately when we are looking at prosecutions the timelines stretch in to months
and sometimes years.
Question - What geographical area do you cover?
SA – I cover the whole of Essex and we have a planning protocol the same as
Rochford which can be found on our web site.
Question - Did you get together round the table to talk about it and if you didn’t, why
didn’t you?
YD – I cannot answer why it was not done, you are right there was exchange of e
mails and photographs and some joint site visits due to the difficulty of getting on site
as we needed a police escort . I am not aware of any strategy meetings. Certainly
once the EA decided that they were going to be the lead on the prosecution there
was a lot more of an exchange.
Question - Was there a joint strategy involving Environmental Health, EA, Planning
Enforcement and ECC planning enforcement on this case.
MH – Simply by including Environmental Health in that list I can say no. There were
very limited complaints of smoke during that time and all the time while the EA were
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pro actively involved with the site. But we would share information pertinent to each
other, formally or otherwise.
YD – We certainly work more closely together now. Whenever we are planning a site
visit we contact each other to plan the visit together and it stems from lessons learnt
from this and other cases.
Question - What other agencies and/or authorities have been involved in this case?
MH – Following the fire that occurred in March there were a number of organisations/
regulatory bodies that came together. We had the Police, Fire and rescue service,
Network Rail, and there were a number of conference calls as they tried to establish
the facts etc. There has been very limited contact from any neighbouring sites albeit
north of the railway line the neighbour which is the electricity company have been in
contact in the distant past regarding the site but not in recent times so it is quite a
limited number of agencies.
Question - We ended up with different inspectors to hear the different cases and it
seems to be that it confused the issue more, in that you have one giving one view
and giving a year and the other giving 6 months you have almost got 6 different
cases depending on which inspector is picking it up and from my very limited
assessment of the situation this does not help the resolving of the issue one iota. It
actually gives Mr Phipps, who seems quite adept at playing the system, plenty of
scope to operate within the legal parameters because of volume there doesn’t seem
to be any further thinking to outside agencies and with the best will in the world you
could be working together while those working above you are not. Is that a fair
assessment of what was going on at times?
YD – I think it would be wrong for us to speculate on how the Planning Inspectorate
allocates its inspectors to certain cases. But it does depend on inspector availability
when these dates are set. If RDC & ECC go to court it is handy if we get the same
judge
Question - I am pleased to hear you say that you now have strategic meetings
between all the agencies and that is a lesson learnt from this. But do you think if you
had had strategic meetings between all the agencies in this case it would have been
resolved quicker or would have been easier for the agencies to do things in a better
way?
YD – It would certainly helped to develop some sort of strategy but whether or not it
would have had any effect is speculation because a lot of the time it is the fact that
there has been difficulty in getting on site, that is not just us it is the other agencies
as well. We have to make sure that we have up to date evidence before we go to
prosecution so we do need to get onto site to get that evidence, then you have
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setting the court dates etc. So all those delays are unfortunately out of our hands to
some degree. So I think a strategy where all the agencies sit together to decide and
plan is certainly the best way forward but whether or not that would have speeded up
where we are today I can only speculate.
Question - What do you class as a serious issue, was there any legal cooperation
with regard to statements, was there a common legal framework for this case and if
not why not?
Question - By the time you were getting to the rough end of the deal who had the
lead role in this scenario?
YD – The Environment Agency took the lead role in the prosecution and we had to
forward all our witness statements and evidence to the Environment Agencies legal
team. So we shared the cost but they took the lead. The EA issued their summons in
July 2010. The EA were dealing with the tyres but they also dealt with the non
compliance with the outstanding enforcement notices.
Question - So we have established that until the EA took over the lead all the
different agencies were working independently because of the different enforcement
aspects, is that a correct reflection?
YD – I think from 2006 we were definitely sharing information, the EA had to conduct
their own investigation but they did advise us that their investigation would be quite
lengthy as they wanted to do periods of covert surveillance because they were
interested in actually having evidence of as many people as possible visiting the site.
So they set up covert surveillance to gather that evidence.
Question - Did they liaise with you as well as you appear to be liaising with them?
YD – Yes, whenever they had activity on their case they would liaise with us. We
were still chasing compliance with our own notices and they were regularly advising
us of what evidence they had found when they went on site and vice versa.
Question - Has contamination of the water table ever been an issue at Michelins
Farm?
MH - Post the fire in March this year yes the EA certainly confirmed that the water
course and aquatic life were affected by the result of having the fire so a combination
of leach and retardants used to control the fire. Prior to that I do not have any
knowledge as I have not been involved in the case.
Question - From the very beginning do you feel that you were misled by the man
down there? Did he promise to clear up his actions and did he not comply and
misled you from the very beginning?
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YD - From my own view of looking at the records of the case we had periods of
compliance and then non compliance. Mr Phipps had various planning agents that
were advising him at various stages and those agents would change for what ever
reason. It does appear on the case that when he had a planning agent there was
periods of compliance and he was, and it is only my view, probably being advised
that he needed to comply with the various notices. Then there were periods when no
agent was involved and that seems to be when we see increases, as I say periods of
compliance and then periods of defiance.
Question - Have you gone back and modified your processes so you can work more
effectively and if you have, can you share those changes with the Committee?
YD – I have been in post since June and since then myself and Suzanne have done
two site visits. There has not been any formal modification of any written processes
but is certainly my approach that the two bodies work in conjunction with one
another. We have also been in contact with the EA to get an update on their position
etc. so the answer to your question is, no formal procedures have been written but
we are in the early stages of producing an actual enforcement plan which will set out
how we can work together.
Question - Is this plan relating to this particular site or in general?
YD – The whole approach of the enforcement team will be set down so it is clear to
the public, parish Councils etc. how we will deal with breaches and how enforcement
operates and what is considered a serious breach.
Q - Was any action taken between August 2007 and April 2008?
YD – There is some additional information I have found in the files, in February 2008
we had contact from Essex Police to say that they were carrying out their own
investigation on the site. I am not quite sure what the details of that were, but they
advised that they would be going down to the site and would we like to visit which we
did do with the EA. So there was a further visit in February 2008 but what is more
relevant, during this period the enforcement team was dealing with another case in
the District, which again was a waste related matter and that was causing
considerable harm. We had two public enquiries and four court cases and that took
up a considerable amount of time of the two officers who were dealing with Michelins
Farm.
Question - I am trying to read the timeline for a particular word. “Burning” it only gets
picked up in 2008. It starts April 2008, July 2008 and then December 2008/January
2009. Given those circumstances where the risk assessment had increased so
dramatically to include burning could this event in 2015 have been foreseen?
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MH – In the timeline that I have managed to establish from the records we have, the
first involvement we had which is relevant to the discussions today was in May 2005.
I have 8 separate records of incidents relating to the site, the eighth being the fire in
March this year. There is a big gap between September 2006 and April 2010 where
there is nor record of any complaint or reference to additional observations of smoke
from the site. Most of the observations made are from motorists that observed the
smoke and called. Some were local residents and some weren’t but they were
generally motorists. We have one incidence in January 2014 when police reported
smoke across the carriageway and we had an incident in 2012 when police and fire
services attended two simultaneous fires, one wood and one rubbish was how it was
described at the time. The EA being the lead agency for waste matters, the
inappropriate treatment of waste i.e. burning it, would have been one of the offences
that they were investigating around this time. Yes it is fair to same that there were
instances of burning on the site prior to March 2015 but not anything of great volume
that came through our team. We were aware of the prosecution and the EA were
very open about their investigations as well with information sharing, but it is very
limited with reports of burning that we received directly.
Question - So summing up what you are saying it could not have been foreseen?
MH – The very specific nature of the incident in March, I think burning would have
continued on occasion but in terms of the scale of the incident, I could not speak for
whether the EA thought that was likely, but I think we could assume that burning
would continue but not necessarily on the scale that came to be.
YD – I know that we did receive a report from the Fire Service in 2008, at the time
they had attended 3 fires in one week. Obviously those details were passed through
to the EA, I cannot really answer for what the thoughts were of the officers who were
dealing with it at the time. I think that with any site there is an element of risk. As to
how you deal with that, we were doing what we thought was required to deal with the
breaches. At the time when we received this call we were in that process of working
with the EA to formulate this joint prosecution so that I cannot really give you an
answer on that one.
Question - Do you think given a similar situation with a progression of small fires that
you would look at this or the EA, depending who is the lead body, would look at it
differently because of what you have learnt from past experiences?
YD – I think any agency including Rochford should learn from past experience and
obviously an event like this is an ideal opportunity to reflect on how you dealt with
things in the past. I would imagine as a result of the disruption that resulted from the
fire that all bodies are reflecting on how they would deal with matters of waste etc.
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Could we write to the EA and ask them the question of risk assessment and whether
assessments of the risk assessments could have led to a better expectation?
Question - I would be interested in the cause of the fires especially the one in March
2015. Was it simply a case of the burning of the waste got out of control?
MH – I don’t think that was determined, I don’t think the Police got very far with the
interviews they carried out, I don’t think they determined whether the fire was
deliberate to start with. I attended the site on the Monday night at approximately
10.00pm and I understand the fire started about 90 minutes before that. It was well
alight at the point that I attended but I believe it started after the working day had
finished.
YD – If I can just add in the response we had from the EA declining to attend the
meeting they have said in their last paragraph and I quote:“We have been doing a lot of work on waste site fire risk in the last year but the initial
focus has been on active permitted high risk waste sites. Since Michelins Farm was
neither active or permitted, and that the number of tyre bales was around 400,
compared to nearly 3000 in 2010, it was not considered in the initial tranche of work.”
So the EA are looking at permitted sites with high risk of fire so this is perhaps a
result of the fire at Michelins Farm.
MH – Certainly the Fire Service are working along side an industry body for waste
management, to look at revising their guidance due to the current phenomenon of
waste fires that are happening. There is at least one a day of significance across the
country. Guidance tends to be used across regulated/legitimate sites, of which
clearly this wasn’t one, but also the tactics and suppressants that can be used by the
fire service to extinguish such a fire and to do so in a more efficient and timely
manner.
Question - Is there still waste on the site?
YD – Yes
Question - When you get a site that has got a risk is there a cut off point where you
could take control of that site?
YD – We do have direct action powers where the Council can actually go onto the
site and carry out works to clean up the site yes.
Question - But you didn’t think it was necessary with this site?
YD – That is normally a course of action that we take after we have served an
Enforcement Notice and we have prosecuted. There is a formal process that we
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follow, negotiation, serving the notice, monitoring and compliance with the notice,
then if it is not complied with we have the option to prosecute, then we do have the
option to take Direct action.
Q - Are there any enforcement notices still outstanding on this site?
YD – Yes there are, we have two enforcement notices that have not been complied
with however we have had a discussion prior to this evenings meeting whether or not
we can revisit those actual notices because of a court order which was issued and it
is something we need to look into further and get a legal opinion.
Q - The last site visit was in August what hazards were identified and is there a risk
of a further incident at the site?
MH – The last site visit in August was undertaking by my colleagues here rather than
by myself. I understand there was another fire in August but again there was not any
contact with us by any party. In terms of having seen the site, yes there are tyres on
site both the unburnt and burnt remnants from the original pile which burnt in March
and then there was a separate collection of baled tyres which were a bit deeper into
the site, but still on the side where the rail embankment is. Yvonne will be able to tell
you more about the other types of waste scattered around the site. In respect of
tyres, yes but there isn’t the material on site for anything on the scale of the fire in
March. It would still be significant but not of that same scale. The EA do have the
power to move waste were it is polluting a water course and my understanding is
that they did move some of the remnants of the tyres in order to prevent/stop
contamination of the water courses as a result of the fire at that time.
SS – I did have a conference call on this very issue with the EA. As Martin has said
they made arrangements to move some of the remnants to a better location but that
was as far as they were prepared to go in terms of expenditure to make the site and
the water courses around the site safe from contamination. I mention costs as that
was part of the discussion around resources that the EA had to take remedial action
on the site.

Second part of the meeting
Question - Has a strategy been drawn up by the Council and the other agencies to
avoid another incident at the site?
Cllr Ward – At this moment no there hasn’t been. I think it would be essential to draw
something together so that we actually do have a relevant plan of action when
something does come along. Looking back over the history you can see Mr Phipps
has used the lack of a joined up court process to his advantage. I downloaded the
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EA booklet, the new one, which gives a whole lot of processes that have to be ticked
off before you can actually get to anything.
Question - Yvonne you started to elaborate on what you are trying to do for the
future a plan or action with Suzanne, perhaps you could elaborate now
YD – I mentioned earlier the fact that there is two issues here, one as an
enforcement team, we are looking at developing an enforcement plan which clearly
sets out how we will deal with all breaches of planning control. How we will prioritize
them and how we will investigate and what powers we have whether or not this issue
of expediency and taking action etc. But I also think, in reference to this particular
case and the lessons that we have learnt from this case, is that we need to have a
clear strategy in case of another instance like this. Suzanne and I are working on
another case together at the present moment and if we had a strategy in place what
we would do. We are discussing it as we are going along, we are already saying that
we are potentially going to take action on this particular site and let’s serve our
enforcement notices at the same time. So I think that if we drew something up on
that basis, that if there are two parties involved that we get together early in the
investigation and work together towards a joint strategy.
Question - (Referring to the EA booklet that Cllr Ward mentioned) Is it a new
procedure and in your opinion does it slow things down?
Cllr Ward – It is a new procedure. Whether it slows things down I don’t think it has
been tested, it only came out April this year so it is a new procedure that has been
introduced and I was having a look through all the various things. The acts are
included in this new booklet but it has got the new items in there, the various
guidance that the EA has put forward as to how they will approach a problem. If it
has been tested yet I have no knowledge but I have had sight of it because I was
doing some research. Of course you are aware our own officers are working in
tandem with Essex trying to formulate something as at this moment.
Chairman I think we need that as part of our review. And perhaps he can steer the
enforcement officers to the relevant link.
Question - Ian has put his finger right on the button because clearly the action we
take next is about putting it right. What I cannot quite understand is that if the courts
have got it out of line with the various actions is there not a procedure where you
could go back to that court and say look what has happened. We want to ensure that
this does not happen again. We need to progress this, the decision you have made
needs to be reviewed. Is there any such mechanism where the parties could take it
back to court and redress the balance?
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AL – Just to clarify there was a difference between the enforcement notices and
appeals at planning inspectorate stage and I think that was why Suzanne was saying
that different planning inspectors gave different timelines for enforcement. With
regards to the prosecution and court action, that was a joint effort with the EA. There
was not an issue there with regards to having to go back and say that it was not in
keeping with that as it is a separate jurisdiction. There is a difference between the
Planning Inspectorate and the Court System.
Question - Then surely we can go back to the Chief Executive of the Planning
Inspectorate and point out the error of their ways and ask for assistance?
SS – I think the point that Yvonne is trying to make is that we are looking to see in a
more holistic way from now on about how we can work with the County Council and
the EA on dealing with particular issues. I don’t think we should lose site of the fact
that one of the challenges that they were faced with this site as you have heard was
that things started in a small way. There were particular circumstances behind the
aims of the land owner, for example, initially the reason for bringing tyres onto that
particular site was that he had another company that he thought could use those
tyres. So the intention was to bring them on and then after time move them off and
all would be well. After a period of time it was apparent that was not going to happen
and then I think it was a main chance that was possibly spotted. Look it costs a lot
for companies who have tyres to dispose of, to put them in land fill that is a particular
cost, he puts his hand up and says bring them onto my site and I will charge you a
lot less. So there was a change in how the site was viewed over time. Tyres were
being brought onto the site and he was pocketing the cash, RDC said they had got to
serve Enforcement Notices and take action and later on as things developed the
County Council came on board and then the EA and then you have got these
different processes going on with different timelines. It would be brilliant in particular
circumstances depending on the site to have this direct coordinated approach but it
may not be possible to do that because you have got incremental changes over time.
You are trying to take action as early as possible and resolve the issue and that is
then developing over a period. There were substantial changes in the way the site
developed over time following the enforcement notices and then the involvement of
the EA over time and the committee need to be aware of that.
Question - Martin you mentioned earlier about water contamination are we still
monitoring that?
MH – No, certainly the local authority did not monitor that it was the EA. Pollution in
water courses is something they do relatively routinely as a monitoring authority.
Question - Would it be possible to check back with them to see if they are monitoring
it and report back to the committee?
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MH - Yes
SS – I don’t think they are monitoring it, I think they monitored it for a period of time
after the incident until they were satisfied that there were no undue difficulties with
the water quality. I think they took the view that there was no need for ongoing
regular monitoring but whether they will come back at yearly intervals or not I don’t
know and asking that question would be useful. The second point if I may about the
issue of best practice, the answer is yes because officers have meetings with
colleagues from other authorities in Essex and gatherings of planning enforcement
officers from across the country were they talk about cases, best practices and
changes in legislation and so on.
Question - What do they gleam from that?
SS – Well much of the processes and procedures that we follow are based on best
practice.
Question - Martin can I ask that you contact the EA and ask what their view is on
current /potential contamination of water courses and also what period of inspection
they have done up to and what is their period of routine inspection?
We talk about water courses and the EA responsibility for that but what about the
water table, are the EA responsible for that as well?
MH – I am not completely sure of the definition of controlled waters and would have
to ask them that question as well.
Question - This joint strategy that you are working on, you are working together and
developing it as you go along, have you got a timeline for when you expect to have a
joint plan put in place. Are we saying by the middle of next year there will be a joined
up process/ plan and this is what it will be and this is what our strategy will be. Or is it
a more protracted view or is it going to be done in three months?
YT – I think I indicated that it is on an almost informal basis at the moment but it is
the way we have decided to work together on this next case. I have made a note
here that it is sensible to have something formalised. At the moment it is something
we have started off our own back but no formal procedure has been put in place.
Question - Were the fines written off when Mr Phipps was sent to prison for non
payment?
AL – The fines were set in accordance with the legislation and the scale and that is
set down by the judge on the case. The fines were not written off and the Court
chased for payment and after taking their part our costs were paid to us. Of the costs
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we took our costs of £6123 and the rest went to the EA as they incurred more costs
than ourselves as lead agency.
Question - Could we have put in a claim for all our staff costs etc. relating to the work
that we had incurred?
AL - Whilst we can charge for the costs of the officers giving witness statements we
cannot charge for officers time while they are carrying out their statutory duties such
as investigating cases like this.
SA – I think the difficulty with the EA is they have permits and exceptions, someone
could have an exemption for a site and they could import a certain amount of waste
under that exemption. We then have to prove that they are not working within that
exemption, so the first part of the EA investigation would be to see if what they are
importing was over and above that agreed exemption.
YT – We are looking at the planning side of the land, we are looking to establish if
there is a breach of planning control. It is down to the EA to establish if it is waste or
something to do with agriculture.
MH – That structure for waste and exemptions stretches to fires as well.
Question - With the pollution have we had any claims against the Council following
the fire?
AL – Not that I am aware of.
Question - Are we covered?
AL – On the basis that officers have been working on it and done everything under
legislation within our powers, I think we are covered.
MH – Public Health England did send out its own staff to two sites to monitor the air
quality as the plume moved round which did not give rise to concern about air
pollution.
Question - Would it have been better to have taken direct action at the site when the
court process first started?
SS – It was appropriate for the Council to follow all the relevant procedures. Direct
action is very much a last resort. Over the course of events I think one might have
thought that taking one to court and actually Mr Phipps was imprisoned, one would
have not envisaged it getting to the stage that it did. Experience would show that
long before that stage in the majority of cases that it is possible to reach a resolution.
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